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LOS ANGELES - Americans are watching more television than ever before. They are just doing it on their schedule. It was a big takeaway as research experts from CBS, FX, Fox and Showtime talked about the evolving television landscape and the way viewers actually watch TV during the Television Critics
Association's summer press tour. We're in a new era of television, noting that David Poltrack, chief research officer for CBS, has increased daytime TV viewing by 2% over the past three years, 35 hours, 36 minutes, 37 hours and 50 minutes. No captionThe new deployment means new access. New access means a
larger audience. In just three years, the percentage of viewers watching live TV has dropped from 89% to 80%, streaming over the Internet has increased from 4% to 11%, DVR viewing has jumped from 5% to 6% of all viewing.no captions, and despite this change, the show's viewership is still being reported after the
first broadcast, and it's always watching in the same way. - Live Plus using same-day metrics (which includes DVRs watching the same night of the show's premiere). In addition to the initial live adjusting, the average jump in live plus same-day ratings on DVR usage factors over 7 days, about 40% of the 4 [broadcast]
networks across 18 to 49, will Summers, senior vice president of Fox Network Research. Five years ago, the average level of the four networks increased by about 13%. So this number has about tripled in those five years. According to the No captionSoce, Summers renewed viewership for Fox's biggest new show,
Sleepy Hollow, last season. The first episode was watched by 10.1 million viewers live plus the same day. But video on demand live plus seven days and three days (an additional 5.3 million), four days after (2.8 million) and streaming figures via Hulu (1.8 million) and Fox's own website (0.3 million), that number doubles
to 2.02 billion. Somers.no-caption said that if the network was satisfied with the Live Plus same-day ratings, it would basically count half of the audience, which is more invincible considering it continues to grow nearly a year later. Summers, who said Sleepy Hollow had more than 1 million views in the 30-day-plus
window, said Fox had added a push this summer to catch up with viewers before the new season. But the best indicator of how rapidly viewership has changed over the past year is to look at how Fox's 24-member audience has evolved. Kiefer Sutherland Drama In 2001, an average of 11.6 million viewers were above
the same-time average of 11.6 million viewers, and there are no other indicators. The show, which marked season 8 Pynale in 2010, saw 9 million people on the day and 1.5 million during live plus seven days (VOD 3 days). Returning to this May event series, 24 Days: Live Another Day had 8.1 million live pluses, but
from day four, VOD (0.3), Hulu (0.6) and Fox website (0.1) reached 12.4 million. A pretty good picture of how the environment and ecosystem have changed, I think Somers.no-caption on basic cable networks like FX, many series account for nearly twice as many viewers when comparing live plus day and live plus 7
numbers. While 77 percent of Anaki's sons watched live-plus-the-same day in their first season, the figure dropped to 43 percent by the sixth season last fall, when more FX viewers decided to catch up with network programming later in the week via DVR and streaming options.no captions were not ad-supported and
premium cable services like Showtime, which embraced VOD and DVR features sooner, happily embraced over the years. In 2006, 69 percent of Dexter's first-season audience watched live performances, but 'weekly live viewing percentages are almost the opposite of the mirror of 2006,' said Kim Lemon, Showtime
Networks' vice president of program planning, scheduling and research, and the latest season of the Showtime Network, 30 percent, is basically delayed by 7 percent. And for some of Showtime's Sunday shows, those debut live ratings will sometimes be 15% our ultimate weekly, Lemon.no-caption takeaway: The next
day's ratings tell a small part of an increasingly long story. Poletrack said sports reporters won't report winners based on three innings of points, which is what they're doing right now if they report live plus same-day ratings. Best answer: Battery life is slightly different, given that there are two sizes to choose from. In other
words, you can expect about two days of battery life depending on your usage and model. The new Samsung Galaxy Watch Active 2 has a lot to offer in terms of features and activity tracking. If you're considering investing in this smartwatch, you're wondering what it brings to the table in terms of battery life. After all, no
one wants to spend quite a penny on a device that's going to die in the middle of the day when you need it most. This smartwatch is available in two sizes. and 44mm. The former has a smaller battery because of its small size. Samsung estimates 3-4 days of battery life as a common use for 40mm models. Realistically, if
you use the Galaxy Watch Active 2 for frequent activity tracking, music playback, and GPS use, it will come out a little short. We were able to get full battery life in 2 days from the 44mm model with all the features of use. If you take certain precautions, you can push them to 3 days. Wearing your watch overnight to take
advantage of sleep tracking can inevitably kill some batteries. If sleep tracking is not a big deal, you can always put your watch on the charger when you go to bed. You can also turn off the always-on display to help the battery last longer. The good news is that Samsung has made it easy to charge your watch. You can
always use the wireless charger that comes with your device. When you're on the go and don't have time to wait to charge, you can take advantage of wireless PowerShare with your Galaxy S10 phone. This feature is known as reverse wireless charging, which allows you to share your phone's battery as a way to charge
your Galaxy Watch Active 2.  With these handy options at will, your watch may never die! Battery for a few days you can enjoy activity tracking, GPS, music storage, smartphone notifications, and when buying a Samsung Galaxy Watch Active 2. We may use the link to receive purchase commissions. Learn more. As
commodity prices rise, the Australian economy is likely to benefit from these continued gains. During the next two quarters, this should provide positive economic results, an important question exists now – can this last? Rising commodities and a stable AUD, where trade inflation yields make up 40 per cent of the
Australian inflation basket, have varied from -0.9 per cent to 0.8 per cent since the start of 2015. Trade products are priced products in global markets such as apparel and electronics. Given the stable Australian dollar and rising commodity prices, trade inflation should get a boost in the first half of this year. In this case,
Australia's headline inflation should go beyond 2 per cent for the first time since September 2014. Commodities have improved australia's trading conditions, resulting in a significant increase in nominal GDP, which is now growing by 6.1 per cent year-on-year. Trade terms are the price of exports relative to imports.
Rising commodity prices in the first half of 2017 will help the strongest expansion of nominal GDP since early 2011. Change What the RBA thinks is that in a strong nominal GDP environment, the RBA typically raises interest rates or remains on hold. Over the past five years, the cash rate has only been moving in one
direction, and this new information has seen the RBA take a more hawksy tone than the market expects. Was all this driven by China? Most of the improvement in Australia's trading conditions is likely to be attributed to China's demand to consume a large proportion of Australia's goods exports. Over the past few months,
the trade-weighted renminbi has stopped devaluing major trading countries, which could slow Australia's improved trading conditions. If the U.S. Federal Reserve continues to tighten interest rates and the U.S. dollar rises, China may have to continue devaluing the yuan/USD to avoid tighter fiscal conditions. The recent
rise in iron ore prices, which are strengthening China's financial situation, coincides with the expansion of the Chinese economy, particularly the M1's money supply, which is the most liquid part of China's currency supply. The M1 growth rate, as mentioned above, coincides with the devaluation of the Chinese currency
and occurs at a time of fiscal expansion that has underpinned Australian commodity prices. As M1 growth slows, the rise in commodity prices may also begin to slow, becoming a 12-month edging in commodity markets. What this means for investors is that the outlook for the Australian economy should be strong over
the next two quarters and could result in a more hawksy RBA than the market expects. Beyond that, the question is whether the rally in commodities is sustainable. If the commodities sector is driven by China's fiscal expansion, this momentum could run out in the second half of this year. Chris Lands is portfolio manager
fixed income at Nikko Asset Management. To consider this feature, please submit materials at : asiaresearch@barrons.com asiaresearch@barrons.com email me
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